
 

 

  Mixed Reality Education Platform: 

HoloAnatomy® Suite 
    A best-in-class mixed reality anatomy course used in leading medical schools    

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Background 
The HoloAnatomy® Suite is the first product built on CWRU’s Mixed Reality 
Education Platform (MREP), and is the culmination of over seven years of artistic 
and programming development launched through a partnership with Microsoft. 
Case Western Reserve University was Microsoft’s inaugural Medical Education Lead 
collaborator, gaining access to the first generation of the HoloLens prior to public 
launch. Developed to be the primary Anatomy course used in CWRU’s School of 
Medicine, it is now used at several premier schools of medicine across the United 
States, UK, and European Union.   

Technology and Content 

Although built to be platform agnostic, the HoloAnatomy® Suite natively runs on 
the current version of the Microsoft HoloLens. The HoloLens was initially designed 
for small group collaboration, making large classroom use difficult due to 
networking limitations. The Mixed Reality Education Platform uses a novel and 
proprietary networking infrastructure tested with over 90 simultaneous users, 
including remote instruction over standard wi-fi speeds. The MREP also contains an 
instructional design tool, modeled on Microsoft PowerPoint, that allows course 
instructors to create courses with minimal training in about as much time as it 
takes to put together a standard slide deck. The anatomy content, co-designed over 
the course of seven years by a team of anatomists, surgeons, and artists, includes 
full male and female anatomical models. Significant investment has been made to  



 

 

date to optimize the rendering of models with fidelity sufficient for instruction while 
maintaining speed and performance. 

A changing pedagogical landscape 
Educational technology continues to evolve to expand access to content, enhance 
the instructional design, and reduce costs. PCs transformed the classroom by 
making content engaging and interactive. The internet greatly expanded free access 
to more of this content. Mobile apps brought lower-cost devices with the same 
access to the hands of each student. We’re currently in the midst of the next 
evolution of the “4th wave of computing”: ubiquitous, portable cloud-connected 
devices allowing for simultaneous multi-user shared virtual and augmented 
experiences.  

The pandemic has highlighted the constraints of traditional course + lab design: 
reliance on assets anchored to an institution’s physical space. Access and cost are 
always issues with capital-intensive laboratories (e.g., cadaver labs). High-fidelity 
simulation labs represented the first technological alternative/augmentation of 
traditional cadaver labs. However, the capital costs for simulation labs remain high, 
and they require a dedicated physical space. 

Primed for acceleration 

The HoloAnatomy® Suite is a fully developed product with peer-reviewed studies 
demonstrating outcomes superior to traditional lab-based anatomy instruction. 
These studies showed that students performed slightly better than cadaver lab 
students with less study time and better retention. The HoloAnatomy® Suite is only 
the first of many potential products supported by the Mixed Reality Education 
Platform. The market includes over 2,600 medical schools, and 1,125 nursing 
schools in US and UK, with additional markets in allied health professions 
(PT/OT/PA, etc.).  

 Executive sales team already in place 
 $600k in signed contracts to date, currently growing at 80% annually 
 Broad allowed patent claims in the US, with a pending international portfolio 
 Opportunity to leverage growing customer base by further expanding the 

product offering and content 
 Internal and local ecosystem pre-seed funding available to support company 

formation  
 
Explore more:  
https://case.edu/holoanatomy/ 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/universities-get-creative-with-technology-due-to-coronavirus-
closures-11585918801 
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2770727 



 
 
 
 

CEO Position 
 Description: 
CWRU is seeking an innovative, driven, and commercially minded founding Chief Executive 
Officer to commercialize the Mixed Reality Education Platform (inclusive of the HoloAnatomy 
Software Suite) via a new Spin-out Company (NewCo) from Case Western Reserve University 
(CWRU).  This leader will be responsible for building out a NewCo team, fundraising as 
needed, furthering the development of the product, and commercializing the technology. 
  
This leader must have a track record of scaling high-growth, technology driven businesses in 
education, mixed/virtual/augmented related space, or relevant field for the application of 
the technology.  They must be forward-thinking about the potential for mixed reality and be 
committed to growing the market.  They will utilize their credibility and experience to identify 
the necessary partnerships, operating model, and team to drive success. The CEO will be a 
people and culture-focused leader, with strong experience developing and retaining top-tier 
teams oriented around a common vision/mission.  
  
Candidate Responsibilities: 

 Determine and implement the product roadmap, technology development, 
partnerships and strategic plans for future growth.  

 Develop and execute a pilot strategy in light of a broader commercialization strategy, 
including existing anchor clients.  Leverage pilots to continue to hone the value 
proposition. 

 Partner with CWRU on technical development, pilots, and marketing (as applicable). 
 Drive accountability across NewCo through KPIs and data driven goals. 
 Serve as the face and advocate of NewCo’s mission, internally and externally.  
 Build the NewCo and raise funding as needed. 
 Recruit and maintain top talent to join the organization, and create an environment 

that fosters innovation, entrepreneurship, and exceptional performance. 
 Scale the business to profitability and substantial revenue.  

  
Candidate Qualifications: 
 

 Expertise in building and scaling a tech enabled education business and/or 
mixed/virtual/augmented reality products B2B.  

 Product and commercial-minded executive with clear track record of owning and 
scaling P&Ls and working across different functional teams, as well as articulating a 
product vision and value proposition.  

 This person will have launched and scaled a product which required market 
development.  They must be able to introduce logic and rigor into pricing and the 
sales process to ensure highly predictive revenue performance. 

 Must be agile with a flexible mindset and a willingness to create where there is no 
existing playbook.  Perpetuating a “test and learn” environment is critical to scaling 
an early stage company. 

 Strong strategic skill set, proactive, and a strong negotiator.  
 Highly mission driven and values oriented; passionate about improving education. 
 Preferred: deep understanding and relationships within the higher education space 

and/or with corporate training. 
 Bachelor’s degree required, Masters preferred.  


